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Another girl meets boy story… But the girl and boy , Aarthi and Naren, were lovers five years ago. And they
come together in a Swamiji’s training class for software professionals. In the same class are Lisa and Prem.
Lisa and Naren had got quite intimate in bed just a few days back. And Prem is a flirt trying to woo Aarthi.
Aarthi and Naren are caught up in a quagmire of past against present. And just to spice things up, an old
pervert Narayan is part of the group and he looks for an opportunity to seduce the girls. Narayan hires a goon
to make his ends meet who is no stranger to murders. Amid high drama, the Swamiji helps each individual
find his or her own destiny ……but he too has some dark secrets to hide….. Passion, Love, Philosophy,
Perversion, Thrill, Drama and Wit …..”When shall we meet again?” has a bit of everything….A IT industry
romantic thriller with lots of life's philosophy thrown in.... A peek into the main characters of When Shall
We Meet Again... Naren : A software executive ; programming debugger; loved Aarthi at college. As he
steps into a new relationship with Lisa at office, he finds his break up love Aarthi coming back again ; And
he is in a dilemma Aarthi : A young petite girl just out of college ... Joins an IT company to find her past
lover there... Caught up in a dilemma between the cheerful Prem and the moody Naren.. Whom should she
love ? Lisa : Young Software Executive. Loves her colleague Naren and will do anything for her love. Hides
her sensitive feelings of love and tries to wear a dominant mask... May be she may have to shed it some
time... Prem : A Happy Go Lucky guy who falls for the wrong girl and gets it right the second time... Or
almost right ...Prem has an uncanny way of winning hearts and breaking his own heart Narayan : A pervert
Manager who is out to seduce the girls ... And when the girls cross his way, he lines up bigger dangers for
them ...Even Rape , murder are not beyond his scheme of things And with them… Aathmananda : A revered
Swamiji who becomes a corporate trainer. Expert at transforming lives and making people come out with
their deep secrets... But he too has some secrets to hide...or Does he ? What this book is all about ? Excerpts
from When Shall We Meet Again ? -------------------------------------------------------- The human life is akin to
a river. None can foretell its direction. Rivers are born small. They get bigger as they advance. Same with
humans too, both spiritually and physically. The rivers collect sand, stones, leaves, sludge and whatever they
tread in their paths. Humans too carry with them their upbringings, their education, the habits and style of
people around them, the culture of their places and most importantly the memories of life events and their
influences upon them. Rivers go through lean patches. Humans too. Rivers are sometimes very calm. They
sometimes flood ; Same, with the humans. Some rivers are ruthless. They cause floods and destroy lives.
Some humans are ruthless too. They get charged up and try to harm others around them. Some rivers irrigate
and help in a positive way. Some humans serve and help the people around them. And let me add that
clichéd sentence to this list….All rivers join the sea. And all humans merge with Him. Therefore, rivers
symbolize us. They are like the human shaped deity in which we see our Gods. After all, identification is
required to create oneness. And oneness is the essence of Gita…….So in rivers, we see ourselves….What’s
wrong in worshiping them? -------------xx---------- The moment Naren hugged her and they were on bed, and
as Lisa felt the passion rage into her body, all her doubts about her sexuality or rather the lack of it, which
had been tormenting her right from her college days, vanished instantly and she felt as if she had been
liberated. Naren, on the other hand was having a liberation of the other kind. He had never felt how tender a
girl’s body would be ..... -
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From reader reviews:

Richard McCain:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive at this point,
people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and
notice simply by surrounding. One thing that often many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. That's why, by reading a book your ability to survive raise then having chance to stand than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading any book, we give you this kind of When Shall We Meet Again
? book as beginning and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Jason Ayers:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, small story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not hoping When Shall We Meet Again ?
that give your pleasure preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world
can be said as the opportinity for people to know world much better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be mentioned constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to
possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start examining as your good habit, you may pick
When Shall We Meet Again ? become your personal starter.

Harvey Sanchez:

As we know that book is important thing to add our information for everything. By a publication we can
know everything we really wish for. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet.
Every year was exactly added. This reserve When Shall We Meet Again ? was filled concerning science.
Spend your extra time to add your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has diverse feel
when they reading the book. If you know how big benefit from a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a
reserve. In the modern era like now, many ways to get book that you just wanted.

Sheila Dickerson:

As a scholar exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or make
summary for some guide, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's heart or real their
leisure activity. They just do what the professor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to at this time
there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that looking at is not important, boring as well as
can't see colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important for you.
As we know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says,
ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore , this When Shall We Meet Again ? can make you truly feel more
interested to read.
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